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Nuclear Power: No Solution to Climate Change 

 

 The Peace Resource Center has a long history 

of opposing nuclear weapons and nuclear power and 

counts the closing of San Onofre Nuclear Plant as 

one of its victories.  

 The nuclear power industry wants us to think 

nuclear is clean. It ignores the environmental 

devastation and terrible health effects of uranium 

mining, and the fact that there is no real solution to 

radioactive waste.  

 While most of the world’s people do not want more nuclear weapons, it’s not well known 

that the fuel for weapons is harvested from nuclear power plants. 

The Growing Environmental Movement Pushes Governments and Corporations to 

Address Climate Change 

 Activists in Australia, New Zealand, the 

Phillipines, the U.K. and the Phillipines are 

gathering to demand that their governments act to 

transition energy consumption to renewables. The 

BreakFree movement is the largest peaceful mass 

action in the history of the environmental 

movement. 

 

Corporations Obstructed Climate Change Policy 

 Corporate influence, including lobbying of policy- 

makers, advertising, and PR has obstructed climate change 

legislation. One corporation, ExxonMobil, understood that its 

product would contribute significantly to climate change as early 

as 1977. The company’s response was a program of 

disinformation. 

http://www.nirs.org/factsheets/nukesclimatefact614.pdf 

 

http://www.triplepundit.com/2015/09/ngo-45-percent-

corporations-obstruct-climate-change-policy/# 

 

http://350.org/break-free-so-far/   
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Climate Change Deemed Growing Security Threat by Military Researchers 

 Drought in Africa, conflicts over water, the 

displacement of people due to flooding and crop failure; these 

are some of the scenarios that the U.S. Military recognizes are 

the result of climate change. A 2014 report calls climate 

change a “catalyst for conflict”. The connections of Peace and 

Sustainability are amply apparent in this news piece. 

 

U.S. Military Toxins: The Gift That Keeps on Killing 

 In Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan and Nevada, 

wherever the U.S. Military has been, it leaves 

behind toxic substances, or worse burns them, so 

that troops and farmers alike must deal with the 

inevitable health effects. Clean-up and culpability 

are hard to come by. 

 

Reversing Climate Change: A Vision of an Organic Planet 

 

 A soil scientist explains how organic farming 

could dial back the amount of carbon in the earth’s 

atmosphere. But it would take a shift in U.S. Farm 

policy, away from chemical agriculture. According to 

the author, we taxpayers are subsidizing our own 

destruction! 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/14/us/politics/climate-

change-deemed-growing-security-threat-by-military-

researchers.html  

http://inthesetimes.com/article/12578/u.s._military

_toxins_the_gift_that_keeps_on_killing 

 

http://www.policyinnovations.org/ideas/innovati

ons/data/00288  
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